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Abstract
The old IEEE/ANSI flutter measurement standard did not predict subjective flutter; it also failed to specify several important characteristics of the meter. Comerci proposed a "flutter index" method but it was never adopted. Results of several workers were incorporated in 1962 in a German Standard (DIN) Weighted Peak Flutter measurement. The NAB flutter measurement of 1965 incorporates the frequency weighting of the DIN Standard, and the volume indicator of Comerci. CCIR adopted the DIN method in 1966. Experiments in the U.S.A. comparing the DIN and NAB methods showed the DIN method to be more satisfactory, and this method is incorporated in the new IEEE Standard 193-1971, based on an IEC draft. Circuits to achieve the desired time and frequency responses are given, as well as suppliers of commercial flutter meters and test records to the new standard.

I. Introduction

The problem of meaningful flutter measurements for sound recording equipment is of long standing, and has been well summarized by Comerci [1]. The flutter of a reproducer is best measured by reproducing a constant-wavelength ("flutter free") recording. The speed variations (flutter) of the reproducer frequency modulate the constant-wavelength recording. The flutter meter is a frequency demodulator, a bandpass filter to determine the range of demodulated frequencies that will be measured, and an indicating system (Fig. 1). As Comerci points out, the "flutter" modulation waveform is often a wide-band noise-like signal; because of this, both the frequency response of the filter and the dynamic response of the indicator must be controlled in order to obtain the same reading from flutter meters made by different manufacturers. If the proper time- and frequency-response values are chosen, the readings will not only be consistent from one meter to another, but will also predict the subjective (audible) ranking of the flutter. The term "weighted peak" is used here to indicate that both the time and frequency responses are weighted in order to give readings that will predict the subjective (audible) flutter. (The time-weighted peak rectifier has also been called a "quasi-peak" rectifier.)

The analysis of flutter for design and servicing purposes is not covered in this new standard.

II. Historical Review

A. The Obsolete IEEE/ANSI Standard

The obsolete IEEE and ANSI Standard [2] lacked the necessary frequency- and time-response specifications. The frequency response range was specified as 0.5 to 200 Hz, with no tolerance in this range, and no specified cutoff rate outside of this range. A note allowed a cutoff at 120 Hz "except for the most critical tests." A rectifier characteristic that was "average value" or "between average and rms" was permitted, with no specification of the dynamic (time) response. A note mentioned that "indicating instruments for flutter measurements should be unusually heavily damped, otherwise excessive swings are likely to occur when there is a strong flutter at slow rates, making reading difficult." But different manufacturers' opinions as to just what constitutes "unusually heavily damped" varied considerably, and several flutter meters which met the requirements in the standard, and gave the same reading on a sine-wave calibration test would often give considerably different readings when used on an actual flutter measurement of a reproducer. Thus, a more detailed specification of the frequency and time responses was necessary for standardization.

The particular frequency response and dynamic characteristics not only must be standardized, but should also be chosen so as to give readings which predict the relative disturbing effect of the flutter, as judged by a listening panel. This was mentioned in an appendix entitled "Flutter Index" of the obsolete IEEE Standard, but this measurement was never used widely.

B. The Updated "Flutter Index" Proposal

In the 1950's Comerci studied the possibility of an improved "flutter index" measuring system. He concluded [1] that good agreement between meter readings and subjective listening panel judgments could be obtained by using a frequency-response weighting network peaking at 3 Hz, and falling at about 3 dB per octave above and below this frequency (such a response could be achieved with a passive
**RLC network**; and, as the indicator, a Standard Volume Indicator ("vu meter"). The operator was instructed to note the maximum reading of the indicator, since there is often a rather large amount of needle motion ("bobbing" up and down).

This updated flutter index proposal was incorporated in a draft IEEE Standard Proposal in the early 1960's, but the proposal was never completed.

**C. The 1962 German Standard**

Several studies of measuring means to predict subjective flutter were done in Germany in the 1950's; the result of these studies is summarized in a paper by Belger, which is reprinted (in translation) in this issue of the *Transactions* [3]. This work led to German Standard DIN 45 507, originally issued in 1962 and editorially revised in 1966 [4]. This method uses a frequency-response weighting curve which is the average of a number of curves found by several researchers. It peaks at 4 Hz, and falls 6 dB per octave on either side (this response can be achieved by a pair of simple RC networks). The indicator reads the peaks in a controlled time interval, as does Comerci's "flutter index" meter. But, rather than having the operator do the integration visually, the German Standard method does it by using a peak rectifier circuit having an integrating circuit whose charging time constant is about 30 ms, and discharging time constant is about 1 s. This measurement (called in German "quasipeak") is here called a "weighted peak flutter" measurement. "Weighted peak" here means that both the frequency response and the time response of the indicator are weighted in accordance with psychoacoustically determined values, in order to obtain readings that will predict the subjective (audible) ranking of flutter.

**D. The 1965 NAB Standard**

When the NAB Magnetic Recording Standards were being rewritten in 1962 to 1964, the flutter measurement committee (C. J. LeBel and the author) considered both Comerci's "flutter index" proposal, and the German Standard. These two methods are quite similar, but unfortunately not identical. The committee did not feel that Comerci's experimental data justified using the more complicated RLC weighting network; instead the German Standard frequency response curve which can be realized with simple RC networks was chosen.

Both of the methods used indicator systems which read the maximum value of the flutter occurring for intervals of at least 50 to 200 ms, rather than the "unusually heavy damping" of the 1954 IEEE Standard. At the time of the NAB Committee's decision, however, the details of the circuit for the weighted peak method were unavailable, and it was felt undesirable to standardize on a system that might be excessively complicated and expensive. Therefore, the Standard Volume Indicator (as used by Comerci) was chosen instead. Thus, the "weighted flutter" measurement of the 1965 NAB Standard [5] is a combination of the German Standard frequency-response weighting curve and Comerci's Standard Volume Indicator.

**IV. The New IEEE Standard**

**A. Development**

Subsequent field experience with the NAB flutter measurement method showed that it is satisfactory for laboratory purposes where only one carefully trained operator takes all of the flutter readings. He should not only read the meter, but also listen to the tone being fed into the flutter meter, because he then hears that an audible flutter is producing the "bobbing" of the flutter meter needle.

For general purposes, however—with technicians who make only occasional flutter measurements, and with production-line workers etc., none of whom usually listens to the signal—this system has proven unsatisfactory. The meter "bobs" over a 2:1 to 3:1 range, requiring altogether too much operator training and individual interpretation of the pointer motions. For this reason users of the NAB-type flutter meter have demanded that the flutter meter manufacturers add a "slow" or "damped" position on the "NAB" flutter meter. This "damping" (a large capacitor across the meter) completely negates the dynamic requirements of the NAB Standard. Large flutter peaks which are very audible are averaged out. This is thus a completely unsatisfactory solution if the flutter reading is to predict the subjective flutter.

This suggested to the IEEE Committee a reevaluation of the weighted peak indicator used in the German Standard. By this time information about the circuits used for the weighted peak meter was available, as well as experience in the U.S.A. with the design of flutter meters conforming to the German Standard. This experience showed that the circuitry required is in fact rather simple. Also, since the dynamics of the weighted peak meter are largely controlled by the electronic circuitry rather than by the indicating meter (microammeter) itself, the indicator required may be less expensive than the Standard Volume Indicator required in the NAB Standard. Thus, the NAB committee's earlier fears of complication and high cost of the weighted peak meter were proven groundless.

Because of these new findings, a number of "user tests" were performed employing commercially available weighted peak flutter meters according to the German Standard, to find out the following.

1) Do the weighted peak meter readings actually predict subjective flutter ranking by listening panels?

2) Are the weighted peak meters in fact easier to read than the NAB meters?

3) Are the weighted peak meters generally acceptable to recording equipment manufacturers and recording studios in the U.S.A.?
The first test was performed for us by A. L. Seligson of Consumers Union. CU had been using the Comerci "flutter index" method, and had verified that these readings did predict the ranking of equipment for flutter, as measured subjectively by listeners. They compared the weighted peak and "flutter index" readings to judgments by a listening panel, and found that the three readings did agree reasonably well.

The second test—ease of reading—was performed by D. Truax (then of Ampex Quality Audit) who made flutter measurements on a number of tape recorders, using both the NAB and the weighted peak methods. He found that the weighted peak reading was in fact much more easily determined, since the needle is relatively motionless. Several technicians' opinions were asked, and all agreed that the weighted peak reading was much more easily determined, and that they could easily agree on the reading by the weighted peak method. Simultaneous NAB readings by several operators were not usually in agreement because of differences in interpretation.

Thirdly, we sent a questionnaire to about 20 U.S.A. tape recorder manufacturers and recording studios who were known to own weighted peak flutter meters. Eleven replies were received, all but one indicating satisfaction with this style of instrument. All but this one said they would be in favor of changing the U.S.A. flutter standard to the "weighted peak" measurement.

Because all of these tests were favorable, a new IEEE Standard "Method of Measurement for Weighted Peak Flutter of Sound Recording and Reproducing Equipment," Standard 193-1971, has been prepared which replaces the 1954 IEEE and ANSI Standard [2]. This new standard is printed in this issue of the TRANSACTIONS [6] and is an adaptation of a draft IEC recommendation [7]. The technical requirements for the weighted peak flutter meter, and the essence of the measuring procedures are the same for the German Standard, the IEC draft, the IEEE Standard, and the current CCIR Standard [8]. Thus, there is an internationally uniform equipment and procedure for weighted peak flutter measurement to predict ranking according to subjective flutter.

B. Circuitry for the Weighted Peak Flutter Meter

The requirements for the weighted peak flutter meter [6, secs. 5 and 6] are given in terms of frequency response and time response, rather than in terms of basic circuit parameters. This is to allow the use of any of several possible circuit realizations. The frequency-response weighting can be RC or RLC, active or passive. The meter time-response weighting is determined by both the electrical circuit and by the electromechanical parameters of the indicating meter. A few general pointers, however, will assist those first attempting to design equipment to this new standard.

The FM demodulator requires the usual means to avoid interference by amplitude modulation of the signal, and/or noises added to the signal. Thus, automatic gain control and/or limiters, and signal bandpass (to eliminate out-of-band noise) are usually required. The demodulator may be of any of the FM detectors—pulse counter, slope detector, Foster-Seeley or ratio detector, to name a few of the common circuits.

The frequency weighting response may be achieved by a simple RC network as shown in Fig. 2. A further 6 dB per octave slope at low frequencies is required, for the total fall of at least 12 dB per octave prescribed in Fig. 1 of the standard.

The requirement for a peak-to-peak rectifier is easily achieved by using the doubler circuit shown in Fig. 3. (Note that the Standard calls for a peak-to-peak rectifier, but a calibration in terms of one-half this value, that is a peak—not peak-to-peak—calibration.)

The time response is influenced by three things: the integrating and differentiating action of the frequency response weighting network; the charge and discharge time constants of the rectifying network; and the speed of the meter movement (easily specified in terms of its mechanical resonance frequency and the overshoot). The usual design procedure is to design the weighting network, choose the meter movement, and then adjust the rectifying network time constants to obtain the desired time response. A somewhat overdamped meter with a resonance frequency of about 2 Hz is appropriate; a meter with Standard Volume Indicator dynamics (resonance frequency, 2.2 Hz; overshoot, 1 to 1.5 percent) also could be used. With such a meter and the standard weighting network response, the charging time constant of the network in Fig. 3, $R_1 \cdot C$, will be about 30 ms to give the
required 62 percent response for a 30-ms pulse. The discharge time constant $R_2 \cdot C$ will be about 1 s, to give the required fall to 40 percent in 0.9 s. (Note that for the particular test waveform used, the discharge is one capacitor in a series with the meter, rectifier, and source resistances—it is not the two capacitors in series with the meter.)

**C. The Test Frequency**

Several different test frequencies have been used in the past for flutter measurements. The most common in the U.S.A. was 3000 Hz [2], although 1000 Hz had also been used occasionally. The German standard [4] specified the nearest “preferred frequency” [9], which is 3150 Hz. The CCIR standard [8] and the IEC draft [7] also specified the “preferred frequency” of 3150 Hz.

The actual test frequency used is of little importance to the measurement so long as it is well above the measurement bandwidth (200 Hz) and well below the upper frequency limit of the equipment being measured, which is at least 3000 Hz even for speech-transmission equipment. It is, however, desirable that a standard frequency be chosen so that test records and flutter measuring equipment may be manufactured in a uniform and interchangeable way.

The “preferred frequency” of 3150 Hz was finally chosen by the IEEE Committee for the following reasons.

1) 3150 Hz is the standardized preferred frequency according to both ANSI and international standards, and is presently used internationally for flutter measuring equipment and test records.

2) All presently manufactured “weighted peak flutter meters” either operate at 3150 Hz only, or else operate at both 3150 Hz and 3000 Hz.

3) None of the flutter meters to the old ANSI standard [2] which work at only 3000 Hz are capable of measuring “weighted peak flutter” according to the new standard. Therefore, it does not really matter that they do not operate at 3150 Hz.

Since test records on disks, tapes, and films tend to have an increased flutter with usage (especially if they are improperly used or stored), they need to be replaced occasionally. Thus, 3000-Hz test records may be replaced as they wear out, at no additional cost. In the meanwhile, the “good engineering practices” of the new standard call for the meters to operate properly with test frequencies between 3000 Hz and 3300 Hz (that is, 3150 Hz $\pm$ 5 percent), which allows the use of 3000-Hz records at the lower limit frequency.

**D. Commercially Available Weighted Peak Flutter Meters and Test Records Meeting the Requirements of the New Standard**

Since the technical requirements given in the new standard for weighted peak flutter meters are identical to those long established by the German Standard DIN 45 507 (1962 and 1966) [4], existing meters to the German Standard may be used for the measurement under the new IEEE Standard [6]. Some presently manufactured meters are as follows.

Instruments manufactured by 3M Mincom Division, Camarillo, Calif.:

1) Model 8100/8100-W, in the “DIN WTD” position only.

2) Model 8155, Option -01 (DIN) only, in the “WTD” position only.

Instruments distributed by Gotham Audio, New York, N. Y.

1) Models ME-102b and ME-104, in the “fast” (“slow” button out) and “weighted” (“unweighted” button out) positions only.

2) EMT Model 420A in the “damping off” (“damping button out) and “frequency-response weighted” switch positions only.

Note that all of these meters have push buttons or switches that allow them to be used for flutter measurements that are not according to the standards.

Test records with a 3150-Hz signal which may be used for flutter measurements according to the new standard may be obtained for instance from the following companies.

1) Tape records: Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, Calif. The Standard Tape Lab., Oakland, Calif.

2) 16-mm and 35-mm motion picture film records: The Standard Tape Lab., Oakland, Calif.

3) Disk records: Gotham Audio Corp., New York, N. Y.

**References**


*These instruments now being manufactured by Minicom were formerly manufactured by DMC, which was previously called Micom, previously Bahrs Industries. The Models 8100, 8100-W, and 8155 are functionally identical, no matter which company name is on the panel.*
On Measuring Frequency Variations
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Abstract
The major proposals for the measurement of frequency variations are discussed. It is shown that the measurement of peak value offers considerable practical advantages over an rms measurement. A curve is shown of the subjective evaluation of flutter as a function of flutter frequency; this curve is a compromise between several proposals. These proposals have now been adopted nationally in Germany and the U.S.A., internationally by the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR), and are under consideration by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).

I. Introduction
When moving the medium in a sound recorder, unavoidable frequency variations ("flutter") are created. There is an increasing need for a measurement of these frequency variations that will reasonably well predict the subjective effect of the frequency variations; in other words, we need measured values that predict the audible quality.

The CCIR Recommendation 210 of 1956 specified the test frequency to be used, and the variation-frequency range; but various models of measuring equipment differed from each other in two important points: the kind of rectification and the weighting curve. Similarly, the now obsolete ANSI and IEEE standard [1] did not specify the meter dynamics and did not require a weighting curve.

II. Rectification
There are a number of studies on the effect of the kind of rectification; these contain some very careful measurements. Most of the tests were done with sine waves, but after many experimental problems were solved, music and speech were also used. The latter deserve special attention, since they correspond to the practical situation. While some authors prefer rms measurements [1], [2], [4], [6], others recommend peak readings [3], [5]. This is so much the more remarkable as, in order to obtain clear audible effects, some of these tests were made with frequency variations (flutter) having a high peak-to-rms ratio.

One would therefore suppose that the correlation between the subjective flutter and the reading on present-day instruments would be very poor. The fact is, however, that the difference between the reading of an rms meter and that of a peak meter is much smaller for the frequency variations found in practice than for the artificially created frequency variations mentioned above; therefore, the practical importance of the question of peak versus rms measurements may be less than these studies would indicate. In other words, one could measure either rms or peak values. In order to obtain comparative readings, however, one must for the sake of uniformity select one of the two.

There is a practical reason, however, why the measurement of the peak value seems to be better. When the entire frequency range from 0 to 200 Hz is measured (as specified in the CCIR Recommendation 210, 1956) a problem occurs when an rms measurement is attempted at these very low frequencies. While known techniques permit accurate rms readings at mid and high frequencies, at low frequencies the pointer moves up and down the scale, giving an undefined reading, since the meter does not average over a long enough time to determine the rms value over several periods. When the frequency becomes low enough, the pointer will follow the instantaneous value of the wave, that is, read the peak value at the maxima. Finally, at zero frequency (dc) the rms and peak values are identical.

Sometimes these difficulties are avoided by reading the rms value at higher frequencies and the peak value at lower frequencies. Where these ways of reading overlap, two different values will of course be obtained for the same condition, the ratio of the two depending on the waveshape of the frequency variations. Although this may be satisfactory for purely comparative measurements, it leads to prohibitive difficulties in a meter where a prediction of the subjective audibility of variations containing components of different frequency are required. This difficulty is avoided if peak readings are used entirely.

Because of this practical advantage, the definitions and measurements to predict subjective flutter should be in terms of the peak values.

III. Response of the Weighting Network
The necessary frequency weighting has also been determined both for sine waves and for speech and music programs. As before, the music and speech tests are of the greatest significance.

Even though the results of the different tests differ considerably from each other, there is still a common tendency that cannot be ignored. The various curves from the literature are shown in Fig. 1. The numbers on the curves correspond to the reference numbers. Curves 1 to 3 were obtained using sine waves and curves 4 and 5 using music and speech. The heavy curves (1 through 4a) show an interesting coincidence in the range of greatest interest. In curve 5 the maximum is clearly moved toward higher frequencies. Be-
cause this data is from very careful and extensive tests using music and speech, it cannot be disregarded, especially since curve 4a (also for music and speech) shows a slight tendency in this direction. The curve 4b (obtained using the same program) is less important here since it is valid only for transmission by lower quality systems. It is, nevertheless, interesting that here again a greater weighting is used for the higher frequencies. Judging from the existing material, one can conclude that with normal programs (i.e., with sounds of relatively short duration) lower modulation frequencies are less apparent than with continuous tones. The curve shown in Fig. 2 is a compromise between the different data in the literature (it is shown in light weight in Fig. 1 as "A"). Since it can hardly be expected that a final solution for the optimum curve shape can be obtained for the average of all the program material of interest, the recommendation for a single measuring method to predict subjective flutter and wow uses the curve of Fig. 2 for the frequency weighting. This curve is easy to realize in practice.

IV. Standardization

The weighted peak flutter measurement method originally proposed herein has been incorporated in the German Standard DIN 45 507, first published in 1962, with minor revisions in 1966. The method is also incorporated in the CCIR Recommendation 409-1, 1966 and 409-2, 1970. The weighting curve given here is incorporated into the flutter measurement method given by NAB in their 1965 tape recording (open-reel) standard, although the peak-measurement method was not included at that time due to lack of experience at that time with the peak-measuring method.

The IEEE has adopted this weighted peak flutter measurement method (IEEE Standard 193-1971); ANSI is considering adoption (ANSI S4.3-draft); and IEC is considering adopting this method (Doc. 60A(C0)12, Jan. 1971).
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